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The paper presents a multi-beam digital sonar that was designed for monitoring and fish stock assess-
ment in in/and waters. The sonar can also be used as a bottom profiler in lakes, rtvers and shallow sea
areas. The hexagonal piezoelectrtc transducer array co-operates with a commutator set. The 32 -channel
digital beamformer creates 30 narrow receiving beams in every 6r1 sector of simultaneous observation. The
sil: sectors cover the whole 36r1 angle range of the sonar. The beamformer digital signa1 processing is based
on second order sampling of echo signals and the pbase-shifting principie of beam def/ection. The sonar
blaciediagram, beamformer algorithms, as well as transducers designs are discussed

1. Introdudion

The sonar presented hece is designed for tish
observation and determination of the locatioo of
various objects in shałlow inland waters. It is also fit
for profiling the configuration ofthe bottom of'water
reservoirs. The operating parameters of the sonar
have been specifically selected to allow the
observation of single fish and fish shoals.

Work on the sonar was funded by the Polish
Committee of Research under Grant No.
7!01T1O/96/11. As the work progressed, the
configuration of the sonar changed. The successive
versions of the sonar are presented in papers [I], [2],
[3). Below is presented the finał solution for the
sonar. Its characteristic feature is the use of
a hexagonal receiving array, which helped to
significantly reduce the number of the receiver
channels [2].

2. Basi~Parameters oC tbe Souar

Operating frequency
Total observation sector
Number ofreceiving beams
Width of single beam

150 kHz
360° x 7°

180
2,8° x 7°

Sector of simultaneous observation 60° x 7°
Ranges of distances 25, 50, 100,200,400, 800 m
Duration ofsounding pulse l/g; 1/4; 1/2 ms
Transmitter power in pulse 6 x 500W
Source level 88dB re Im, lPa
Type ofbeamforming: digital with second order

sampling, serial, phase
Sampling frequency 600 kHz
Effective envelope sampling frequency 18,75 kHz
Display type: panoramie, semi-panoramic, sectoral,

A, AT.

Angular resolution of display 1°

3. The Operatioa ot tbe Sonar

The sonar is a multibeam system with round
observation in a round angle, equipped with a fixed,
cylindrical, multi-element transmitting array and
a fixed hexagonal receiving array [2). The area is
scanned in sectors within six sectors, which cover
a round angle in a horizontał pIane. In each sector,
the observation is happening simultaneously, with
a high angular resolution on a horizontal piane. In
the vertical piane, the observation is done within
a narrow beam of a constant width.
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Fig. la gives an overview of round sounding,
performed horizontally. The area being searehed is
divided into sectors that you will find marked with
symbols. In each ofthe sectors, 30 narrów receiving
beams are generated simultaneously.

a) b)

Fig. 1. aj Round sounding performed horizontally;
b) sounding dane on multibeam echo saunder basis.

A fuli picture of the area being searched is
received after every six soundings, It is then
pręsenred in a panoramie view on the sercen of a
colour computer monitor. Fig. 2 shows the actual
dispłay on the sercen. Apart from the recorded echo
signals, ił also includes a set of icons to present the
status of the sonar's setring. Detected underwater
objects are displayed as spots with the colour
denoting the target strength while the on-screen
location represents the location of the objects in the
space,

Fig 2, Display on the monitor's screen during
a round sounding.

Rotating the array in a vertical piane by 90°,
changes the funetion of the sonar from round
observation in a horizontal plane to a multibeam
echo sounder with observation performed in
a vertical piane. In this option the system performa
observation in a straight angle with its median
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directed at the bottom. At this point, only three
sections of the receiving array are used, which
reduces the observation time lwice,

Fig. Ib presents the operation of the sonar with
digital beamforming fułfilling the functions of
a multibeam echo sounder with three 60-degree
observation sectors,

The hydroacoustic array of the system in
question consists of two independent parts: the
transmitting array and receiving array,

The transmitting array has a cylindrieal shape
and contains six identical sections out of which
three sections that neighbour on each other operate
in a single cycle, A threefold extension of the
illurninating sector in relation to the observation
sector is introduced to make sure that the level of
the transmitred signal within the observation angle
is maximally equalised. After the transmitting pulse
is em itted into a sector 1800 wide, the extreme
section gets disconnected while a new section gets
connected to the remaining two. The three sections
will then ernit a pulse in the next sector. II is also
1800 wide, but is deflecred by 60° in relation to the
previous one, Fig. 3a iIlustrates the sectoral
operation of the transmitting transducer.

The receiving array is built out of six, separate,
multi-element arrays, called blocks, which make the
side walls of a parallelepiped on a base of a regular
hexagon, Each block contains 32 sections, each of
which has two elementary transducers (piezo-
ceramie elements). The 32 sections of the block
generate simultaneously 30 receiving beams each 2°
wide in a horizontal piane and 7° wide in a vertical
plane, Narrow beams ensure high resolution of the
system. 30 beams of the block of the receiving
transducer ensure observation of a 60° wide sector;
the other five 60 degree sectors are handled by the
remaining five blocks of the transducer set. The
sectoral operarion of the blocks of the receiving
array is illustrated in Fig. 3b.

a) b)

fr:msmlltmg transdocct
rndl4img secrions

non-operrumg
secucns

'/.'

S«1.01'$ ofuansttlltting pctse fol' Ufne scanning
for time:t I and

Fig. 3, Sectoral operation of the transmitting (a)
and receiving (b) transducer.



4. Beamformer AIgorithms

The generation of 30 receiving beams in each
sector follows the same pattem in the 32 channel
phase beamformer with second order sampling [1),
[3). The operation of the beamformer will be
discussed on the basi s of the geometry of one sector
of the receiving array as shown in Fig. 4.

• • • • •-NI2 -3 -2 • •N/2

Fig. 4. Geometry oj the sector oj the receiving array.

Let us assume that a pIane acoustic wave is
incident to the exemplified sector at an angle of e in
relation to the adopted zero direction. If the elements
of the transducer have the same sensitivity, then at
the output of i section, voltage u( t) is created, having
this form:

u,( t ) = A(t + T i )s;n [wo ( t + T i )]

where:

d (2i _ l )sin e for i=1,2,3, ... ,16
2c

Ti- = d (2i + 1 ) sin e for i=-1,-2,-3,-16
2e

+
T,

and
i - num ber of section
A(t) - envelope of echo signal,
Wo =27ifo - pulsation,
<p - phase shifting
d- spacing between the centres of the sections,
c- velocity of propagation of acoustic wave in water.

The voltage at the output in the same section,
shifted in time scale by lA of the period of the carrier
signal is equal to:

v i ( t ) = A ( t + T, ) eos [w ( t + T i ) + <p ]

The voltages are treated as the actual and
imaginary part of the complex signal z/t), hence we
have:

z.t i i= v,(t)+ ju,(t)= A(t+T
i

)ejrw,('+T,}>~l

Fourier transform of the above function is equal to:

Z i (j w) = e jw", A [j (w - Wo )] e iI>

lfwe multiply this function by e-jWo
" , where

T k = d (2 i ± 1) sin e,
2e

and sum up aU the functions, we get:
j=N /2

IZ,( jw)I=IA[j(W-wo)]I·1 L,ejw,r"-,,II
i=-N 12

The sum in the above formuła is the sum of
a geometrical series. By using the known formuła
for the sum of a series like this, we finaUy get:

. N n d (si e . e )1 Z (' ) 1 sm, stn - stn ,
,Jw =1 l\. 1

1 A [ j( w-wo )] 1 sin n: (sin e _ sin e, )

The expression on the right hand side of the last
formuła describes the beam pattem deflected by
angle ak. The ca1culations presented above are done
for all ak angles which determine the axis of the
beams. In this way what we get is a complex of
beam pattems covering the sector of simultaneous
observation, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 . Complex oj beams oj one observation
sector.

5. Block Diagram of the Sonar

The design of the rnulti-beam sonar with
a digital beamformer is shown in the form of
a block diagram in Fig. 6.

The diagram shows al! the major functional
blocks of the sonar and how they are intercon-
nected. From the stand point of extemal design, the
sonar consists of a complex of the hydroacoustic
array connected via a multi-core cable with the
eonsole of the operator of the sonar. The array unit
also inc1udes a commutation block and pre-
amplifiers. Each of the 32 sections of piezoceramie
transducers contained within the block of the
receiving array is connected to one input of the
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Fig6. Block diagram oj/he sonar.

commutation block, The commutation block, in
each operating cycle of the sonar, connects one
block of the array to 32 pre-arnplifiers, The choice
of an active sector is done by the sonar controI
complex and chan ges along with the method of
scanning which is selected by the operator from
among the options available on the controI desk of
the sonar. The role of the pre-amplifiers is to pre-
amplify the echo signals and to adjust the imped-
ance of the piezoceramie transducer (relatively
high) to the impedance ofthe cable (low), Each pre-
amplifier at the input has an amplitude controller
and does initial reduction of the spectrum of the
acoustic signals received (acoustic noise). The
operator's eonsole includes the blocks of the trans-
mitter, receiver, power supply, monitor, operator's
desk and a computer block with 2 boards of signal
processors TMS-320 C31 and a CC5 Pentium
computer. The units of the operator's eonsole are
installed on boards, type Euro 3U.

The transmitter consists of the operating and
control block which generates signals that excite
6 pulse power amplifiers built on transistors in the
hexfet technology. Each of the amplifiers co-
operates with one of the six sectors and ensures
excitation of a 500W electrical power in sounding
pulses. In each cycle, all sectors or three neigh-
bouring ones - as an option - work simultaneously,
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Which three neighbouring sectors will be chosen
depends on the method of searching; this choice is
made like the choice of the sectors of the receiving
array. The -axis of the medium sector of the trans-
mitting array always overlaps with the axis of the
active sector of the receiving array.

The receiver block consists of 32 receiving
channels. Each receiver ch ann el consists of an
amplifier with controlled gain (for range setting and
manual gain controI) and a band-pass filter which
adjusts the spectrum of the signal to the require-
ments resulting from the theorem on second order
sampling. Echo signals, after a reduction of the
dynamics and filtration in the receiver, reach the
inputs of analogue/digital converters via a multi-
plexer. We used two fast 12 bit analogue-digital
converters by SBS Oreen Spring Modular 10 with
16 input multiplexers and 4 sampling and hold sets
of maximaI sampling frequency of 800 kHz. The
analogue-digital converters are installed directly on
the boards of signal processors TMS-320 C31. The
boards of signal processors, the Pentium computer
end the boards of digital inputs and outputs
communicate via a Compact PCI bus. The computer
part of the sonar uses chips by OR Industrial Com-
puters.

The signal processors perforrn operations on
signal sam pIes using algorithms, as described in the



section "Beamformer algorithms". The caleulared
sampies of signals from the particular beams are
then sent to the Pentium computer for further signal
processing. The result is a colour panoramie, semi-
panoramie and auxiliary image type A and AT. The
Pentium processor, apart from the graphie
presentation of the results of sounding, is
responsible for controlling the work of the entire
sonar, co-operation with the operator's board, and
recording of the results in the form of files on disks.

The reeeiver and transm itter are controlled via
the digital inputloutput eard and an interfaee, which
generates the necessary levels and courses, needed
to eontrel analogue sets. Through a serial interface
RS320 a meter of sound velocity distribution is
hooked up to the computer. The measurement data it
provides are used to determine the routes ol' the
acoustic wave propagation and to estimate the
current detection possibilities the sonar has.

6. Design of Ultrasonic Arrays

The array unit, presented in Fig. 7, consists ofthe
following parts:
• six identical blocks of piane multi-element arrays,
indicated with the letter A, which together make the
receiving transducer;
• a single, multi-element cylindrical array of the
transmitting transducer, indicated with the letter B;
• support and protection body, indicated with the
letter C

Fig. 7. Spatial presentation oj the transmitting-
receiving array oj/he round sonar.

• a set of signal cables and waterproof eonnectors of
the transmitting and receiving channels, indicated
with the letter D

The receiving array of the transducer part
consists of six, independent, fully hermetic blocks
(A), containing 64 pieces of piezoceramie
elementary elements each. The design of a single
block of the receiving array is presented in Fig. 8.
The mechanical protection, hermetic layer and the
layer, which couples the elementary transducers
with the water - is made of a PU elastomer-filling
compound. The bJocks are laid in a regular hexagon
and fixed in the assembly openings of the support
boards ofthe array body.

element ary elernents

11111/111/1111111111111111111111111

Fig. 8. Design oj the array oj the multi-element
receiving transducer - a single block.

Fig. 9. Design oj the array oj the multi-elemem,
cy/indrica/ transmiuing transducer.
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The design of the transmitting array is shown in
Fig. 9. The cylindrical transmitting transducer B
that constitutes a single integrated and herrnetic
element of the structure, containing in it 72
piezoceramie elements, is fixed onto to the bottom
support board in a way that makes a quick
installation and disconnection possible. On the side
wall of the cylinder are six array sectors, containing
6 elementary sections each. Each of the sections
consists of two piezoceramie elements. All
transducers in one sector are connected paralle!.

The basie support elements of the protection
body are made of two duralumin boards, in the
shape of a regular hexagon, connected by six
duralumin spacing brackets, with the corners
between the blocks of the transmitting array filled
with elastic "fenders". Fixed to the support board of
the body - herrnetically - is a eontainer for the
electronic components (Fig. 9, block C). The
connection between the transducer unit and the
eonsole is ensured through multi-core signal cables,
separately for the transmitting and receiving
channels, equipped with watertight connectors.

Fig. 10. View oj the eonsole oj the sonar, the
receiving and transmitting arrays.
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The photograph in Fig. 10 shows the eonsole of
the sonar with its monitor, operator's desk and al!
electronic blocks of the on-board components.
Below it is the receiving array with a eontainer for
electronic components and a transmitting array
which prior to submerging it in water, is connected
mechanically to the body of the receiving array.

7. ConcIusion

The sonar was successfully tested both indoors
and in the field. Further technical testing of the
sonar will be resumed in the spring-summer season
of 1999, and when it is finished, we plan to make
the sonar available to research institutions dealing
with inland fisheries. Joint operating testing will
help to verify its usefulness or formulate
conclusions to be used in modifying the design or
introducing changes to the software.
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